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a b s t r a c t
Given a graph G, a function f : V (G)→ Z, and an initial 0/1-vertex-labelling c1 : V (G)→
{0, 1}, we study an iterative 0/1-vertex-labelling process on G where in each round every
vertex v changes its label if and only if at least f (v) neighbours have a different label. For
special choices of the values of f , such processes model consensus issues and have been
studied under names such as local majority processes or iterative polling processes in a
large variety of contexts especially in distributed computing. Our contributions concern
computational aspects related to the minimum cardinality rf (G) of sets of vertices with
initial label 1 such that during theprocess onG all vertices eventually change their label to 1.
Such sets are known as dynamicmonopolies or dynamos for short.We establish a hardness
result and describe efficient algorithms for restricted instances on paths and cycles.
© 2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
We study iterative 0/1-vertex-labelling processes on finite, simple, and undirected graphs. Such processes have been
studied in a variety of distinct areas such as social influence [8,13,18,32–34], neural networks [15], gene expression networks
[17], immune systems [1], cellular automata [2], percolation [3], marketing strategies [9,10,18], finite discrete dynamical
systems [4,29,35], local interaction games [23,25], and especially in distributed computing [11,12,16,20,26,30].
Formally, given a graphG, a process onG is an infinite sequenceP = (ct)t∈N = (c1, c2, . . .)of labellings ct : V (G)→ {0, 1}
of its vertices with the two labels 0 and 1. We consider processes P = (ct)t∈N such that for every t ∈ N, the labelling ct+1
is obtained from the labelling ct by applying a certain rule, which depends on individual threshold values of the vertices.
Given a graph G, a threshold function f : V (G) → Z, and a labelling c : V (G) → {0, 1}, let Rf (c) be the unique labelling
c ′ : V (G)→ {0, 1} of G that satisfies
∀ v ∈ V (G) : |{u ∈ NG(v) | c(u) ≠ c(v)}| ≥ f (v)⇔ c ′(v) = 1− c(v)
where NG(u) denotes the neighbourhood of u in G. In Rf (c) a vertex v changes its label if and only if at least f (v) neighbours
of v have a different label in c. IfP = (ct)t∈N is a process on G and ct+1 = Rf (ct) for every t ∈ N, thenwe callP an Rf -process
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September 2010, LNCS 6343 (2010), 395–397.∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +49 7315023630; fax: +49 731501223630.
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on G. Clearly, such processes are uniquely determined by G, f , and c1. Whenever f : V (G) → Z is such that f (v) = k for
every v ∈ V (G), we replace the subscript ‘f ’ simply by ‘k’. For a function g : D → N and a set X ⊆ D, let g(X) =x∈X g(x).
A processP = (ct)t∈N on some graph G converges to 1 if there is some t0 ∈ N such that ct(v) = 1 for every v ∈ V (G) and
every t ∈ Nwith t ≥ t0.
In the present paper we are mainly interested in the minimum number of vertices of label 1 that result in a process
that converges to 1. Therefore, let rf (G) denote the minimum value of c1(V (G)) for some Rf -process P = (ct)t∈N on G that
converges to 1. We call some Rf -process P = (ct)t∈N on some graph G also the Rf -process of c−11 (1) on G where c−11 (1)
denotes the set {v ∈ V (G) | c1(v) = 1}. Furthermore, if P = (ct)t∈N converges to 1, then c−11 (1) is called an Rf -conversion
set of G.
An Rf -process on a graph G models iterative voting or updating mechanisms related to consensus problems. The local
majority processes considered by Mustafa and Pekeč [26] coincide exactly with Rf -processes where f (v) =

dG(v)
2

+ 1 for
every vertex v ∈ V (G). Certain Rf -processes and many of their natural variants were proposed under names such as local
majority processes or iterative polling processes in distributed computing [16,20,27,30,31] in order to model problems related
to agreement and consensus, system-level diagnosis, distributed databasemanagement, quorum systems, self-stabilisation,
and local mending. Periodicity properties and convergence rates of majority processes were investigated [15,24,32–34].
Conversion sets and the parameter rf (G) are closely related to dynamic monopolies or dynamos for short [5,6,10–12,19,21,
22,28,30,31]. The parameter rf (G) can also be considered as a variant of reachability problems considered for finite discrete
dynamical systems [4], because it equals the minimum integer r such that the all-1-vertex-labelling is reachable from an
initial 0/1-vertex-labelling with exactly r vertices having label 1.
Our contributions concern computational aspects of this parameter.
We prove an NP-hardness result for r2(G). While several deep complexity results on reachability problems in discrete
dynamical systems are known (see [4] and the detailed discussion in that paper), the optimisation goal in the definition of
r2(G) leads to a variant of a reachability problem that is not covered by existing results. For hardness results concerning the
irreversible version of these processes refer to [7,8].
Furthermore, we present an algorithm computing rf (G) for certain paths and cycles. Several of the cited references
concerned with bounds, exact values, and algorithms for dynamic monopolies in graphs also consider rather special
topologies that were proposed for real life networks. The complexity of our algorithm illustrates how difficult the detailed
analysis of the considered processes is.
2. Rf -processes
Rf -processes on graphs, which start from small conversion sets and converge to 1 typically display an intuitively
plausible behaviour: at least one region of the graph contains sufficiently many elements of the conversion set to guarantee
convergence in this region. Other regions contain less elements of the conversion set, which alone would not be sufficient
to guarantee convergence. Within the graph the convergence propagates from region to region at a limited speed. If some
region contains too few elements of the conversion set, then thesemight disappear until the convergence has arrived at this
region. Therefore, each region must contain at least as many elements of the conversion set as to guarantee the existence of
vertices with label 1 for some time. If G is a graph, f : V (G)→ Z is a function, and A and B are disjoint sets of vertices such
that |NG(v)∩B| ≥ f (v) for every v ∈ A and |NG(v)∩A| ≥ f (v) for every v ∈ B, then in the Rf -process of some set S on Gwith
A ⊆ S and S ∩ B = ∅, the vertices in A ∪ B will constantly switch labels. While this construction guarantees the existence
of vertices with label 1, it actually impedes conversion. The proof of the next result relies on a suitable modification of this
construction.
Proposition 1. If T is a tree of order n with l leaves, then r2(T ) ≤ n+l2 .
Proof. Let L denote the set of leaves of T and let T ′ = T − L. Let (A, B) be a bipartition of T ′. Let P = (ct)t∈N be the R2-
process of A ∪ L on T . We prove that P converges to 1 by induction over the order of T . If T has order at most 2, then the
result is trivial. Hence, we may assume that T has at least 3 vertices. If v ∈ A ∪ B is a leaf of T ′, then all but at most one of
the neighbours of v belong to L and hence c2(v) = 1. If v ∈ A ∪ B is not a leaf of T ′, then v has at least two neighbours in
A∪ B and hence c2(v) = 1− c1(v). Therefore, if L′ denotes the set of leaves of T ′, then (c−12 (1) \ (L∪ L′), c−12 (0) \ (L∪ L′)) is
a bipartition of T ′ − L′. By induction, the R2-process

ct+1 |V (T ′)

t∈N on T
′ converges to 1. Hence also P converges to 1. 
Note that for a path Pn of order n ≥ 2, Proposition 1 implies r2(Pn) ≤
 n+2
2

. In fact, the results of Section 2.2 easily imply
r2(Pn) =
 n+2
2

, which means that Proposition 1 is best possible.
Increasing the number of vertices with initial label 1 does not always help the convergence. A simple example for this
is a path P : v1v2v3v4 of order 4 with f (v1) = f (v4) = 2 and f (v2) = f (v3) = 1. While the Rf -process of {v1, v4} on P
converges, the Rf -process of {v1, v2, v4} on P does not.
2.1. The complexity of rf (G)
In this subsection, we consider the following decision problem.
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Fig. 1. Clause gadget G(Cj).
Rk-Conversion Set
Instance: A graph G and an integer c ≥ 0.
Question: rk(G) ≤ c?
Note that a set of vertices is an R1-conversion set of some graph if and only if it contains all vertices of the graph, that is,
R1-Conversion Set is trivial.
The proof of Theorem 2 illustrates that synchronicity is crucial for Rf -processes in the sense that ‘things have to happen
at the right moment’.
Theorem 2. R2-Conversion Set is NP-hard.
Proof. We describe a reduction from Satisfiability. Let C be an instance of Satisfiability that uses the boolean variables
x1, x2, . . . , xn and consists of the clauses C1, C2, . . . , Cm such that for every 1 ≤ i ≤ n, at most 3 clauses of C contain either
xi or x¯i, and for every 1 ≤ j ≤ m, the clause Cj contains at most 3 literals. Note that the restriction of Satisfiability to such
instances is still NP-complete (cf. [LO1] in [14]). Clearly, we may additionally assume that for every 1 ≤ i ≤ n, some clause
of C contains xi and some clause of C contains x¯i. Consequently, for every 1 ≤ i ≤ n, each of the two literals xi and x¯i is
contained in exactly 1 or 2 of the clauses of C.
We construct G and c as in R2-Conversion Set such that the encoding length of (G, c) is polynomial in n andm, and C is
satisfiable if and only if r2(G) ≤ c. For every 1 ≤ j ≤ m, we add to G a clause gadget G(Cj) as in Fig. 1. For every 1 ≤ i ≤ n,
we add to G a variable gadget G(xi) as in Fig. 2. Furthermore, for every occurrence of some variable xi (negated variable x¯i) in
some clause Cj, we add an edge between a vertex in {xi,1, xi,2} ({x¯i,1, x¯i,2}) and the clause vertex Cj such that the one or two
edges corresponding to occurrences of xi (x¯i) form a matching. Finally, we set c = 38n+ 5m (see Fig. 3).
First we assume that C is satisfiable and consider a satisfying truth assignment A. Let c1 : V (G) → {0, 1} be such that
c1(v) = 1 if and only if either v is a vertex of degree 1, or v ∈ {xi,1, xi,2} for some 1 ≤ i ≤ n such that xi is true in A, or
v ∈ {x¯i,1, x¯i,2} for some 1 ≤ i ≤ n such that xi is false inA. Clearly, |c−11 (1)| = c . If xi is true inA and xi occurs in Cj, then
v xi,1 ui,1 ui,2 ui,3 x¯i,1 di,1 ei,1 fi,1 Cj
c1(v) 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
c2(v) 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1
c3(v) 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 or 1
c4(v) 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1.
SinceA is a satisfying truth assignment, we obtain, by symmetry, that c−14 (1) = V (G), that is, r2(G) ≤ c .
For the converse, we assume that P = (ct)t∈N is an R2-process on G that converges to 1 and satisfies c1(V (G)) ≤ c.
Let S1 = c−11 (1). Clearly, S1 contains all 36n + 5m vertices of degree 1 in G, that is, there are at most 2n further vertices
in S1. Note that, if w1w2w3w4w1 is a cycle of length 4 in G, then the convergence of P implies that there is no t ∈ N with
ct(w1) = ct(w3) = 1− ct(w2) = 1− ct(w4). Therefore, for every 1 ≤ i ≤ n, S1 contains
• either a vertex in the cycle of length 4 that contains di,1 and ei,1,
• or one of the two vertices xi,1 and x¯i,1.
By symmetry and the order of S1, this implies that for every 1 ≤ i ≤ n, S1 contains exactly two of the four vertices in
{xi,1, xi,2, x¯i,1, x¯i,2}. In viewof the cycle of length 4 that contains xi,1 and xi,2, we obtain, by symmetry, that for every 1 ≤ i ≤ n,
S1 contains either xi,1 and xi,2, or x¯i,1 and x¯i,2. Hence |S1| = c and S1 does not contain any vertex of degree more than 1 that
belongs to a clause gadget. Furthermore, S1 defines a truth assignmentA in which the variable xi for some 1 ≤ i ≤ n is set
true if and only if c1(xi,1) = 1. In view of the cycle of length 4 in G(Cj) for every 1 ≤ j ≤ m, we obtain thatA is a satisfying
truth assignment for C, which completes the proof. 
A question left open by Theorem 2 is whether Rk-Conversion Set actually lies in NP. One natural approach to prove this
would require that every Rf -process that converges to 1, reaches the all-1-labelling after a polynomial number of steps. For
some majority processes, this actually follows from general results as in [15,33,34] (cf. Corollary 2.3 in [26]). We will now
argue why these results seem not to imply that Rk-Conversion Set is in NP for arbitrary k. In fact the arguments used in
[15,33,34] rely on convexity properties and these are satisfied essentially only for majority processes. We substantiate this
observation by formulating Rf -processes within the general framework proposed by Poljak and Turzík. In [33,34] Poljak and
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Fig. 2. Variable gadget G(xi).
Turzík consider a process of the form (xt)t∈N such that x1 ∈ Zm and for every t ∈ N, xt+1 = g(A · xt) where A ∈ Zm×m and
g : Zm → Zm. Under certain assumptions, they prove that (xt)t∈N has a period of length 1 or 2, and give an upper bound on
the maximum number of steps needed to reach the periodic behaviour. It is possible to formulate Rf -processes within their
framework as follows (cf. Theorem 2 in [34]).
Let P = (ct)t∈N be an Rf -process on some graph G with vertex set V (G) = {v1, v2, . . . , vn}. For every t ∈ N, let
xt = (ct(v1), ct(v1), ct(v2), ct(v2), . . . , ct(vn), ct(vn))T . Let A = (ai,j)1≤i,j≤2n ∈ {0, 1}2n×2n be such that
ai,j =

1, if i = j and i is odd, or i and j are even and v i
2
v j
2
∈ E(G),
0 otherwise,
that is, A is symmetric and arises by suitably combining the identity matrix with the adjacency matrix of G. By construction,
A · xt = (ct(v1), ct (NG(v1)) , ct(v2), ct (NG(v2)) , . . . , ct(vn), ct (NG(vn)))T .
If for every 1 ≤ i ≤ n, the function gi : {0, 1} × Z→
0
0

,
1
1

is such that
gi((x, y)) =

1
1

, if either x = 1 and y ≥ dG(vi)− f (vi)+ 1, or x = 0 and y ≥ f (vi),0
0

, if either x = 1 and y ≤ dG(vi)− f (vi), or x = 0 and y ≤ f (vi)− 1
and g : ({0, 1} × Z)n → Z2n equals g = g1 × g2 × · · · × gn, then xt+1 = g(A · xt) for every t ∈ N. Now, in order to apply
Theorem 2 in [34], the functions gi have to be strongly cyclically monotonous. It is easy to verify that this is the case if and
only if f (v) =

dG(v)
2

+ 1 for every v ∈ V (G), that is, if the Rf -process is a local majority process as considered by Mustafa
and Pekeč [26].
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Fig. 3. An illustration of the variable gadget G(x1) and its connections to the clause gadgets G(C1), G(C2), and G(C3) assuming that x1 is a literal in C1 and
C2 and x¯1 is a literal in C3 .
2.2. Computing rf (G) for certain paths and cycles
Computing rf (G) is not easy even for graphs with a simple structure such as paths and cycles. Clearly, since all vertices
have degree at most 2 in these graphs, vertices v with f (v) ∉ {1, 2} change their label either always or never and we can
focus on vertices v with f (v) ∈ {1, 2}. A possible interpretation for the behaviour of vertices u with f (u) = 1 and v with
f (v) = 2 within a cycle is that both apply a local majority rule but use different rules for tie breaking. While u changes its
label already if half of its neighbours have a different label, v only does so in case of strict majority. Therefore, the results
we present in this section can be considered as a case study of the behaviour of majority processes with non-uniform tie
breaking.
The next lemma collects a number of useful properties of Rf -processes that converge to 1.
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Lemma 3. If G is a graph, f : V (G) → Z is a function, and P = (ct)t∈N is an Rf -process on G that converges to 1, then the
following properties hold.
(i) f (v) ≥ 1 for every vertex v ∈ V (G).
(ii) If v ∈ V (G) satisfies f (v) > dG(v), then ct(v) = 1 for every t ∈ N.
(iii) If uv ∈ E(G) satisfies f (u) = f (v) = 1, then ct(u) = ct(v) for every t ∈ N.
(iv) If v1v2v3 is a path in G that satisfies f (v1) = f (v2) = f (v3) = 1 and dG(v2) = 2, then ct(v) = 1 for every t ∈ N and
every v ∈ NG(v1) ∪ NG(v3).
(v) If uv ∈ E(G) satisfies f (u) = f (v) = 2 and dG(u) = dG(v) = 2, then (ct(u), ct(v)) ≠ (0, 0) for every t ∈ N. Furthermore,
if c1(u) = c1(v) = 1, then ct(u) = ct(v) = 1 for every t ∈ N.
(vi) If v1v2v3 is a path in G that satisfies f (v1) = f (v2) = 1, f (v3) = 2, and dG(v2) = dG(v3) = 2, then (ct(v2), ct(v3)) ≠
(0, 0) for every t ∈ N. Furthermore, if c1(v2) = c1(v3) = 1, then ct(v2) = ct(v3) = 1 for every t ∈ N.
(vii) If urur−1 . . . u2u1v1v2 . . . vs−1vs is a path in G that satisfies r, s ≥ 2, f (u1) = f (v1) = 1, dG(u1) = dG(v1) = 2, f (ui) =
dG(ui) = 2 for every 2 ≤ i ≤ r−2, f (vi) = dG(vi) = 2 for every 2 ≤ i ≤ s−2, ct(ur) = ct(ur−1) = ct(vs) = ct(vs−1) = 1
for every t ∈ N, (c1(ui), c1(ui+1)) ≠ (1, 1) for every 1 ≤ i ≤ r−2, and (c1(vi), c1(vi+1)) ≠ (1, 1) for every 1 ≤ i ≤ s−2,
then r = s.
(viii) If v0v1 . . . vrvr+1 is a path in G that satisfies r ≥ 3, f (v0) = f (v1) = f (vr) = f (vr+1) = 1, f (vi) = 2 for every
2 ≤ i ≤ r − 1, dG(vi) = 2 for every 1 ≤ i ≤ r, then there is some i with 1 ≤ i ≤ r − 1 such that ct(vi) = ct(vi+1) = 1
for every t ∈ N.
Furthermore, if
jmin = min{i | 1 ≤ i ≤ r − 1 and c1(vi) = c1(vi+1) = 1} and
jmax = max{i | 1 ≤ i ≤ r − 1 and c1(vi) = c1(vi+1) = 1},
then
c1 ({vi | 1 ≤ i ≤ jmin − 1}) =

jmin − 1
2

,
c1 ({vi | jmax + 2 ≤ i ≤ r}) =

r − jmax − 1
2

, and
c1 ({vi | jmin + 2 ≤ i ≤ jmax − 1}) ≥

jmax − jmin − 2
2

.
Proof. (i) If there is some vertex v ∈ V (G) with f (v) ≤ 0, then ct(v) ≠ ct+1(v) for every t ∈ N which contradicts the
convergence of P .
(ii) If v ∈ V (G) is a vertex with f (v) > dG(u), then ct(v) = ct+1(v) for every t ∈ N. Hence the convergence of P implies
ct(v) = 1 for every t ∈ N.
(iii) If uv ∈ E(G) is an edge with f (u) = f (v) = 1 and ct(u) ≠ ct(v) for some t ∈ N, then ct+1(u) = 1− ct(u) ≠ 1− ct(v) =
ct+1(v) and thus cs(u) ≠ cs(v) for every s ∈ N with s ≥ t by an inductive argument. Hence the convergence of P implies
ct(u) = ct(v) for every t ∈ N.
(iv) Let the path v1v2v3 be as in (iv). By (iii), we obtain ct(v1) = ct(v2) = ct(v3) for every t ∈ N. If ct(v2) = 0 for some t ∈ N,
then there is some s ∈ Nwith s ≥ t such that cs(v2) = 0 and 1 ∈ {cs(v1), cs(v3)}. Hence cs(v1) ≠ cs(v2) or cs(v2) ≠ cs(v3),
which is a contradiction. Hence ct(v1) = ct(v2) = ct(v3) = 1 for every t ∈ N. This also implies ct(v) = 1 for every t ∈ N
and every v ∈ NG(v1) ∪ NG(v3).
(v) Let the edge uv be as in (v). If ct(u) = ct(v) = 0 for some t ∈ N, then cs(u) = cs(v) = 0 for every s ∈ N with s ≥ t ,
which contradicts the convergence of P . Furthermore, if c1(u) = c1(v) = 1, then clearly ct(u) = ct(v) = 1 for every t ∈ N.
(vi) Let the path v1v2v3 be as in (vi). If ct(v2) = ct(v3) = 0 for some t ∈ N, then (iii) implies ct(v1) = 0 and hence
ct+1(v2) = ct+1(v3) = 0. By an inductive argument, this implies cs(v2) = cs(v3) = 0 for every s ∈ N with s ≥ t ,
which contradicts the convergence of P . Furthermore, if c1(v2) = c1(v3) = 1, then (iii) implies c1(v1) = 1 and hence
c2(v2) = c2(v3) = 1. By an inductive argument, this implies ct(v2) = ct(v3) = 1 for every t ∈ N.
(vii) Let the path urur−1 . . . u2u1v1v2 . . . vs−1vs be as in (vii). By assumption, we obtain that Cu = (c1(ur−1), c1(ur−2), . . . ,
c1(u1)) does not contain two consecutive 1-entries. By (v) and (vi), Cu does not contain two consecutive 0-entries. Therefore,
Cu starts with a 1-entry and then the entries 0 and 1 alternate, that is, Cu = (1, 0, 1, 0, . . .). By symmetry, Cv =
(c1(vs−1), c1(vs−2), . . . , c1(v1)) starts with a 1-entry and then the entries 0 and 1 alternate. By (iii), this implies that r
and s have the same parity modulo 2. For contradiction, we assume that r − s > 0 and that the process P and the path
ur . . . u1v1 . . . vs are chosen such that r + s ≥ 2 is minimum possible. If s = 2, then (c1(u2), c1(u1), c1(v1), c1(v2)) =
(0, 1, 1, 1) and hence (c2(u1), c2(v1)) = (0, 1), which contradicts (iii). Hence s ≥ 3 and therefore r ≥ 5. In view of the
properties of Cu and Cv noted above, we obtain c2(w) = 1 − c1(w) for every w ∈ {ur−2, . . . , u1, v1, . . . , vs−2}. Now the
convergent process (ct+1)t∈N and the path ur−1ur−2 . . . u2u1v1v2 . . . vs−2vs−1 yield a counterexamplewith (r−1)+(s−1) <
r + swhich is a contradiction.
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(viii) Let the path v0v1 . . . vrvr+1 be as in (viii). Note that, by (iii), ct(v0) = ct(v1) and ct(vr) = ct(vr+1) for every t ∈ N.
By (v) and (vi), C = (c1(v1), c1(v2), . . . , c1(vr)) does not contain two consecutive 0-entries. For contradiction, we assume
that C does not contain two consecutive 1-entries. This implies that in C the entries 0 and 1 alternate. We obtain c2(vi) =
1−c1(vi) and c3(vi) = 1−c2(vi) = c1(vi) for every 0 ≤ i ≤ r+1, which contradicts the convergence ofP . Therefore there is
some iwith 1 ≤ i ≤ r− 1 such that c1(vi) = c1(vi+1) = 1. By (v) and (vi), this implies ct(vi) = ct(vi+1) = 1 for every t ∈ N.
Note that jmin and jmax are well-defined. By the definition of jmin, C1 = (c1(vjmin−1), c1(vjmin−2), . . . , c1(v1)) starts with a 0-
entry and then the entries 0 and 1 alternate. Hence the number of 1-entries in C1 is exactly

jmin−1
2

. Similarly, the number of
1-entries in (c1(vjmax+2), c1(vjmax+3), . . . , c1(vr)) is exactly
 r−jmax−1
2

. Finally, since C2 = (c1(vjmin+2), . . . , c1(vjmax−1)) does
not contain two consecutive 0-entries, the number of 1-entries in C2 is at least

jmax−jmin−2
2

. This completes the proof. 
While Lemma 3 essentially serves to derive a lower bound on rf (G), the following two lemmas serve to show that this lower
bound can be attained.
Lemma 4. If P : urur−1 . . . u2u1v1v2 . . . vr−1vr is a path, f : V (P)→ Z is a function, and c1 : V (P)→ {0, 1} is a labelling such
that r ≥ 2, f (u1) = f (v1) = 1, f (ui) = f (vi) = 2 for every 2 ≤ i ≤ r, c1(ur) = c1(ur−1) = c1(vr) = c1(vr−1) = 1, and
Cu = (c1(u1), c1(u2), . . . , c1(ur−1)) as well as Cv = (c1(v1), c1(v2), . . . , c1(vr−1)) contain no two consecutive entries that are
equal, then the Rf -process P = (ct)t∈N converges to 1.
Proof. Weprove the statement by induction on r . For r = 2, the result is trivial. Now let r ≥ 3.Note that c1(ur) = c1(ur−1) =
c1(vr) = c1(vr−1) = 1 and f (ur) = f (ur−1) = f (vr) = f (vr−1) = 2 implies ct(ur) = ct(ur−1) = ct(vr) = ct(vr−1) = 1 for
every t ∈ N. The structure of Cu and Cv implies that c1(ui) = c1(vi) for 1 ≤ i ≤ r and
c2(ui) = c2(vi) =

1, i ∈ {r − 2, r − 1, r}
1− c1(ui), 1 ≤ i ≤ r − 3.
Now the result follows immediately by induction applied to the path ur−1 . . . u1v1 . . . vr−1. 
Lemma 5. If P : v1v2 . . . vn is a path, f : V (P)→ Z is a function, and c1 : V (P)→ {0, 1} is a labelling such that f (v) = 2 for
every v ∈ V (P), c1(v1) = c1(vn) = 1, and C = (c1(v1), c1(v2), . . . , c1(vn)) does not contain two consecutive 0-entries, then
the Rf -process P = (ct)t∈N converges to 1. Furthermore, rf (P) =
 n+1
2

.
Proof. We prove the first statement by induction on n. For n ≤ 3, the result is trivial. Hence, we assume n ≥ 4. If C contains
two consecutive 1-entries, say c1(vi) = c1(vi+1) = 1, then ct(vi) = ct(vi+1) = 1 for every t ∈ N and the result follows
by induction applied to the two paths v1 . . . vi and vi+1 . . . vn. Hence we may assume that C starts and ends with a 1-entry
and that the entries 0 and 1 alternate, that is, C = (1, 0, 1, 0, 1, . . . , 0, 1, 0, 1). We obtain (c2(v1), c2(v3), . . . , c2(vn)) =
(1, 1, 0, 1, 0, . . . , 1, 0, 1, 1) and the result follows by induction applied to the path v2 . . . vn−1. This completes the proof
of the first statement, which already implies rf (P) ≤
 n+1
2

. The remaining estimate rf (P) ≥
 n+1
2

follows easily
from (ii) and (v) of Lemma 3. 
Lemmas 3 to 5 suffice to describe an efficient algorithmwhich calculates rf (G) for a path or cycleG and functions f : V (G)→
Z such that f (v) ≥ 1 for every v ∈ V (G) and, for every v ∈ V (G) with f (v) = 1, there is some neighbour u ∈ NG(v) with
f (u) = 1. In what follows we refer to such a pair (G, f ) as a restricted path instance or a restricted cycle instance, respectively.
We describe this algorithm in detail for restricted path instances and then explain the few and simple modifications for
restricted cycle instances. The key property used by this algorithm is that consecutive 1-values of f essentially allow us to
split the instance between the two 1-values into smaller and simpler parts. The arising smaller parts have to converge in
some sense on their own sake and there are simple synchronicity conditions on their behaviour that are necessary for overall
convergence.
Therefore, let (P, f ) be a restricted path instance. Let P : v1v2 . . . vn. First we describe four simple reduction operations.
(O1) If there is some vertex vi ∈ V (P)with f (vi) ≥ 3 and either i = 1 or i = n, then let
f ′(v) =

2, v = vi,
f (v), v ∈ V (P) \ {vi}.
SinceQ is an Rf -process on P if and only ifQ is an Rf ′-process on P , we obtain rf (P) = rf ′(P). In this case, the algorithm
recurses over the restricted path instance (P, f ′).
(O2) If there is some vertex vi ∈ V (P)with f (vi) ≥ 3 and 2 ≤ i ≤ n− 1, then let
P1 : v1 . . . vi and f1 = f |V (P1)
P2 : vi . . . vn and f2 = f |V (P2) .
By (ii) of Lemma 3, rf (P) = rf1(P1) + rf2(P2) − 1. In this case, the algorithm recurses over the two restricted path
instances (P1, f1) and (P2, f2).
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(O3) If there are two indices r and swith 1 ≤ r < s ≤ n such that s− r + 1 ≥ 3 and f (vi) = 1 for every r ≤ i ≤ s, then we
may assume that either r = 1 or r > 1 and f (vr−1) ≥ 2, and either s = n or s < n and f (vs+1) ≥ 2. Let
P1 : v1 . . . vr−1 and f1 = f |V (P1),
P2 : vs+1 . . . vn and f2 = f |V (P2) .
By (ii) and (iv) of Lemma 3, rf (P) = rf1(P1) + rf2(P2) + (s − r + 1). In this case, the algorithm recurses over the two
restricted path instances (P1, f1) and (P2, f2).
(O4) If f (v1) = f (v2) = 1, and f (v3) ≥ 2, then let P ′ : v3 . . . vn and f ′ = f |V (P ′). (ii) and (iii) of Lemma 3 easily imply
rf (P) = rf ′(P ′) + 2. In this case, the algorithm recurses over the restricted path instance (P ′, f ′). A similar operation
applies in the case that f (vn) = f (vn−1) = 1, and f (vn−2) ≥ 2.
Applying the operations (O1) to (O4) as often as possible results in polynomially many instances of polynomial encoding
length with additional properties, which can all be solved independently. Therefore, wemay now assume that f (v) ∈ {1, 2}
for all v ∈ V (P), f (v1) = f (vn) = 2, and (f (v1), f (v2), . . . , f (vn)) does not contain three consecutive 1-entries. Furthermore,
in view of Lemma 5, we may assume there is at least one vertex v ∈ V (P)with f (v) = 1. We call a restricted path instance
that satisfies these additional conditions reduced.
For every two consecutive vertices vi and vi+1 with f (vi) = f (vi+1) = 1, we split P between vi and vi+1. This results in a
decomposition
P : P1P2 . . . Pr (1)
of P such that
Pi : vi,1 . . . vi,ni (2)
for 1 ≤ i ≤ r and some ni,
(f (v1,1), f (v1,2), . . . , f (v1,n1)) = (2, 2, . . . , 2, 1),
(f (vi,1), f (vi,2), . . . , f (vi,ni)) = (1, 2, . . . , 2, 1) for every 2 ≤ i ≤ r − 1, and (3)
(f (vr,1), f (vr,2), . . . , f (vr,nr )) = (1, 2, . . . , 2, 2).
Note that n1, nr ≥ 2, ni ≥ 3 for every 2 ≤ i ≤ r − 1, and n1 + n2 + · · · + nr = n.
For some 1 ≤ s ≤ r , we call two integers js,min and js,max admissible indices if
0 ≤ js,min = js,max ≤ n1 − 1, if s = 1
1 ≤ js,min ≤ js,max ≤ ni − 1, if 2 ≤ s ≤ r − 1, and
1 ≤ js,min = js,max ≤ nr , if s = r .
(Note that whenever we speak of admissible indices there is some reduced restricted path instance we implicitly refer to.)
Lemma 6. Let (P, f ) be a reduced restricted path instance. Let P : P1P2 . . . Pr be as in (1), (2), and (3).
If c1 : V (P) → {0, 1} is such that the Rf -process P = (ct)t∈N converges to 1, then the indices ji,min and ji,max for every
1 ≤ i ≤ r with
j1,min = j1,max = max{0,max{j | 1 ≤ j ≤ n1 − 1 and c1(v1,j) = c1(v1,j+1) = 1}} (4)
ji,min = min{j | 1 ≤ j ≤ ni − 1 and c1(vi,j) = c1(vi,j+1) = 1} for every 2 ≤ i ≤ r − 1, (5)
ji,max = max{j | 1 ≤ j ≤ ni − 1 and c1(vi,j) = c1(vi,j+1) = 1} for every 2 ≤ i ≤ r − 1, (6)
jr,min = jr,max = min{nr ,min{j | 1 ≤ j ≤ nr − 1 and c1(vr,j) = c1(vr,j+1) = 1}} (7)
are well-defined, admissible, and satisfy
c1(V (P1)) ≥

1+

n1−1
2

, j1,max = 0,
2+

n1−2
2

, j1,max = 1,
3+

j1,max−2
2

+

n1−j1,max−1
2

, j1,max ≥ 2,
(8)
c1(V (Pi)) ≥

4+

ji,min−1
2

+

ji,max−ji,min−2
2

+

ni−ji,max−1
2

, ji,max − ji,min ≥ 2,
3+

ji,min−1
2

+

ni−ji,max−1
2

, ji,max − ji,min = 1,
2+

ji,min−1
2

+

ni−ji,max−1
2

, ji,max − ji,min = 0
for every 2 ≤ i ≤ r − 1, (9)
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c1(V (Pr)) ≥

1+  nr−12  , jr,min = nr ,
2+  nr−22  , jr,min = nr − 1,
3+

jr,min−1
2

+

nr−jr,min−2
2

, jr,min ≤ nr − 2,
(10)
and
ji+1,min = ni − ji,max for every 1 ≤ i ≤ r − 1. (11)
Conversely, if there are admissible indices ji,min and ji,max for every 1 ≤ i ≤ r such that (11) is satisfied, then there is some
c1 : V (G)→ {0, 1} that satisfies (4) to (7) and satisfies (8) to (10)with equality such that the Rf -processP = (ct)t∈N converges
to 1.
Proof. Let c1 : V (G) → {0, 1} be such that the Rf -process P = (ct)t∈N converges to 1. By (viii) of Lemma 3, for every
2 ≤ i ≤ r − 1, (c1(vi,1), c1(vi,2), . . . , c1(vi,ni)) contains two consecutive 1-entries. Therefore, for 2 ≤ i ≤ r − 1, the indices
ji,min and ji,max as in (5) and (6) are well-defined. Furthermore, let j1,min = j1,max and jr,min = jr,max be as in (4) and (7). Note
that these last four indices are always well-defined and that all indices are admissible. By (viii) Lemma 3, c1(V (Pi)) satisfies
(9). Furthermore, the definition of j1,max and jr,min and (v) of Lemma 3 imply that c1(V (P1)) satisfies (8) and that c1(V (Pr))
satisfies (10). Finally, by (vii) of Lemma 3, the indices ji,max and ji+1,min satisfy (11).
Conversely, let ji,min and ji,max for every 1 ≤ i ≤ r be admissible indices such that (11) is satisfied. We construct some
c1 : V (G) → {0, 1} as follows. We set c1(v1,1) = c1(vr,nr ) = 1. For 2 ≤ i ≤ r − 1, we set c1(vi,ji,min) = c1(vi,ji,min+1) = 1
and c1(vi,ji,max) = c1(vi,ji,max+1) = 1. If j1,min = j1,max ≥ 1, we proceed similarly for i = 1. If jr,min = jr,max ≤ nr − 1, we
proceed similarly for i = r . Note that all values that we have set so far will never change during the process. This is obvious
for c1(v1,1), c1(vr,nr ), and all consecutive 1-values c1(vi) = c1(vi+1) = 1 with f (vi) = f (vi+1) = 2. By (11), all remaining
consecutive 1-values are part of a sequence of four consecutive 1-values (c1(vi), c1(vi+1), c1(vi+2), c1(vi+3)) = (1, 1, 1, 1)
with (f (vi), f (vi+1), f (vi+2), f (vi+3)) = (2, 1, 1, 2). Hence also these valueswill never change during the process.We set the
values c1(v) for vertices v on P that lie between vi,ji,max and vi+1,ji+1,min for some 1 ≤ i ≤ r−1 exactly as in Lemma 4. Finally,
we set all values c1(v) that are yet undefined using the minimum possible number of 1-values avoiding two consecutive
0-values. Clearly, this leads to some c1 : V (G) → {0, 1} that satisfies (4) to (7) and satisfies (8) to (10) with equality. Now
Lemmas 4 and 5 imply that the Rf -process P = (ct)t∈N converges to 1, which completes the proof. 
Theorem 7. There is a polynomial time algorithm that determines rf (P) for restricted path instances (P, f ).
Proof. In view of the operations (O1) to (O4), it suffices to prove the result for reduced restricted path instances. Therefore,
let (P, f ) be such an instance. Let P : v1v2 . . . vn and let P : P1P2 . . . Pr be as in (1) to (3). Our approach relies on dynamic
programming.
Given admissible indices ji,min and ji,max for every 1 ≤ i ≤ s for some 1 ≤ s ≤ r that satisfy
ji+1,min = ni − ji,max for every 1 ≤ i ≤ s− 1,
we call ((j1,min, j1,max), . . . , (js,min, js,max)) an admissible index sequence. Let the cost of an admissible index sequence
((j1,min, j1,max), . . . , (js,min, js,max)) equal c1(V (P1)) + · · · + c1(V (Ps)) where the values c1(V (P1)), . . . , c1(V (Ps)) satisfy
the first s inequalities among (8) to (10) with equality. For some 1 ≤ s ≤ r and admissible indices js,min and js,max let
mincost(s, js,min, js,max) denote the minimum cost of some admissible index sequence ((j1,min, j1,max), . . . , (js,min, js,max)) or
∞ if no such admissible index sequence exists. Clearly, it is possible to determine the values of mincost(1, j1,min, j1,max) for
all admissible indices j1,min and j1,max using (8). Furthermore, given the values of mincost(s, js,min, js,max) for some 1 ≤ s < r
and all admissible indices js,min and js,max, it is possible to determinemincost(s+1, js+1,min, js+1,max) for all admissible indices
js+1,min and js+1,max using (11) and (8) to (10). By Lemma 6,
rf (P) = min

mincost(r, jr,min, jr,max) | jr,min and jr,max are admissible indices

.
The running time of the described dynamic programming procedure is clearly polynomial in the order of P , which completes
the proof. 
Corollary 8. There is a polynomial time algorithm that determines rf (C) for restricted cycle instances (C, f ).
Proof. Let (C, f ) be a restricted cycle instance. If there is a vertex u ∈ V (C) with f (u) ≥ 3 or there are three cyclically
consecutive vertices u1, u2, and u3 with f (u1) = f (u2) = f (u3) = 1, then operations similar to (O1) and (O3) apply and
the problem reduces to restricted path instances. If f (u) = 2 for every u ∈ V (C), then it is an easy exercise to show
rf (C) =

|V (C)|
2

+1. Hence, wemay assume that (C, f ) satisfies analogous conditions as a reduced restricted path instance.
This implies that we can decompose C in a similar way as such instances (cf. (1) to (3)) and determine rf (C) using dynamic
programming as in the proof of Theorem 7. Since condition (11) has to be satisfied cyclically, the dynamic programming has
to maintain information concerning admissible index positions in the first and the last segment instead of just in the last
segment. 
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It is easy to see that the dynamic programming procedures described in Theorem 7 and Corollary 8 have quadratic running
time. While it would be interesting to improve their running time, the first objectives for further research on algorithms in
this context should be to eliminate the drawback of only working for restricted instances and to find – if possible – a simpler
and more general approach, which would allow to efficiently solve the problem for larger classes of graphs.
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